
There’s no denying that technological advancements are creating new and bigger problems for 
those responsible for ensuring student safety. For example, while bullying was once limited mostly 
to the hallways and playground, cyberbullying is now pervasive online and over digital devices.

This means that web filtering products that can block certain sites are no longer adequate. They 
often focus on just one type of threat and rely heavily on the keyword or phrase searches that 
won’t pick up on more nuanced threats or coded language.

You need an intuitive and integrated approach that enables real-time alerts and insights, actionable 
intelligence, and the ability to collaborate closely to protect students from online and offline threats 
without extensive manual report creation or other intervention. 

For Designated Safeguarding Leads

Sign up for a free, no-obligation trial today at
securly.com/free-trial
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“We were contacted from Securly advising that disturbing keywords had been 
identified, within seconds of receiving this we were able to identify the individual 
and communicate to one of the school’s Designated Safeguarding Leads that 
the individual in question was searching for ‘best way to end my life’ and ‘how 
to end my life’. The speed in which Securly made us aware of this meant that not 
only were we able to catch this quickly, but, it also meant that the Designated 
Safeguarding Lead was able to locate the individual in question.”
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A full suite of safeguarding tools
Securly is more than a web filter, it provides a suite of safeguarding, classroom management and 
device management tools to keep students safe, and give staff the control they need at all times.
 
Securly’s unique AI and sentiment analysis detects alerts and reports on safety issues which are 
found or indicated within social media, email, cloud documents, and files. By identifying and alerting 
on issues such as bullying, self-harm, grief, nudity and indicators of suicide, Securly can use the 
online environment to improve the lives and safety of students in the physical world.
 
The proactive way to help students at risk
With Securly, DSLs and teaching staff have access to a simple reporting engine and receive alerts, 
relevant to the students that they are responsible for. So alerts go to staff members closest to the 
student in crisis. Smart notifications and granular reporting help staff determine which alerts need 
immediate attention.

The Securly solution can detect the emotional sentiment behind the words being used, while 
applying contextual intelligence to differentiate between benign and potentially dangerous 
language. For example, “I don’t know how much longer I can take this” will be triggered, but “to kill 
a mockingbird” will not.

Our 24 Team – supporting staff and making detection easier 
Securly combines our signature cloud-based web filter with the best 24/7 human-enhanced AI 
on the market. We use both artificial intelligence and our team of highly-trained specialists with 
expertise in criminology and psychology to analyse flagged notifications 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. 

When a flagged activity comes up, the team will search and analyse a student’s search history to 
identify patterns. Something relatively minor might provide important details about a student’s 
current mental state. When an alert is determined to be urgent, the 24 Team follows an escalation 
process to notify the school. 

Parent access
Securly allows monitoring to be extended to parents when children take their school device home. 
Parents can view their child’s online activity, ‘pause’ the internet and set their own filtering rules.

Delegated reporting – notify staff within seconds
Securly is not just for the safeguarding team. As a combined web filter and safeguarding solution it 
offers a compelling proposition for your finance manager, and its cloud architecture and delegated 
administration simplifies life for your IT team.


